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A model study on internally generated variability in
subtropical mode water formation
W. Hazelegerand S.S. Drijfhout
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, De Bilt, The Netherlands

Abstract. Internally generated variability in the subtropical gyre is studied as a
possiblemechanismfor the observedinterannual to decadalvariability in subtropical
mode water formation. An isopycnicocean model with idealized geometry and
forcing which mimics the North Atlantic subtropical gym is used for this purpose.
The horizontalresolutionis sufficientlyhigh and the friction and diffusionsufficiently
low for the flow to becomebarotropically and baroclinically unstable. Two modes
of low-frequencyvariability are found. Both modesconsistof westwardpropagating
thickness

anomalies.

The

anomalies

have a first baroclinic

modal

structure

with

a maximum amplitude at the thermocline. One mode has a timescale of 8 years
and a basin wide spatial scale; the other has a timescale of 4.5 years and a smaller
spatial scale. The modes appear to be damped when the diffusion is high. In
that case, the 8-year mode can be excited by a spatially coherent stochasticwind
stress. The evolution of the modes is determined by an interaction between the
mean flow and the low-frequencyvariability itself. The modes are instabilities of
the mean flow determined by the basic stratification. It appears that coupling
to the atmosphereand a parameterizationof surfacemixing are necessaryfor the
low-frequencyvariability to appear in the mixed layer. The coupling and surface
mixing do not play a role in generating the modes. It is concludedthat these
internally generated modes may play a role in the observedvariability in mode
water

1.

formation.

Introduction

nual to decadalchangesin the propertiesof this mode

water core(see Talleyand Raymet[1982],updatedby
In the subsurfacelayersof the subtropicalgyre of the Dicksonet al. [1996]). Thesevariationshavealsobeen
North Atlantic a distinct layer of constant density is
shownby Joyceand Robbins[1996]and Jenkins[1982].
found. This vertically homogeneouswater mass cov- Molinari et al. [1997]presentedcrosssectionsof temers almostthe entire subtropicalgyre west of the mid- perature in the subtropical•yre for different periods.
Atlantic ridge. Worthington[1959]called this water They showedthat the changesin the Panulirus data remass18øC water becauseof its nearly constant temper- flect changesover the entire western subtropical gyre.
ature of 18øC. Similar water masses are found in subMaximal changesof mode whter thicknessof the ortropical gyres of all ocean basins. These water masses der of 50 m were found. Also, mode water characterwerenamed"modewater"by Masuzawa[1969]because istics in the North Pacific subtropicalgyre showinterof their outstandinglarge volume of water with a uni- annualto decadalchanges[Sugaand Hanawa, 1995].
form temperature and salinity,being a mode in the sta- Furthermore, slowly southwestwardpropagating subtistical

sense.

Despite their stability, distinct interannual to decadal
variability is observed in mode waters. This is dis-

playedin one of the longesttime seriesof oceanicdata,
including subsurfacedata, that has been collectedat
Panulirus

station

at Bermuda.

At

Panulirus

a well-

definedsubsurfaceminimumin the vertical densitygradient is found. This homogeneouslayer correspondsto
the mode

water

core.

There

are remarkable

interan-
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surface anomalies are found in the Pacific, associated

with variationsin subduction[Deseret al., 1996;Zhang
and Levitus,1997; Tourreet al. 1999].
Mode water is formed by subduction, mainly by a
lateral induction through the large slopeof the winter
mixedlayerdepth [e.g.,Qiu and Huang,1995].In winter, in the midlatitudes deep mixed layers are formed
owing to large outgoingheat fluxes. Therefore the variability in mode water formation might be explained
by variability in the surface heat flux in the formation
area of mode water. However,both Talley and Raymet

[1982]and Jenkins[1982]failed to find a goodquantiPapernumber2000JC900041.
0148-0227/00/2000JC900041

$09.00

tative correlation between the variabihty in the surface
heat flux and the variation in mode water properties in
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the North Atlantic. Also, salinitychangesat Panulirus
weretoo large to be explainedfrom local forcingalone
[Talley, 1996]. This indicatesthat variabilityin mode
water formationin the North Atlantic is not merelya
resultof variabilityin the surfaceforcing.On the other
hand, qualitatively,the mode water variability correlateswell with the North Atlantic Oscillation(NAO),
as doesthe surfaceheat flux [Cayan,1992;Dicksonet
al., 1996]. Also, subtropicalmodewater in the southwesternNorth Pacific could not be explainedby local

Cox[1987]wasoneof the first to demonstrate
thistype
of variability in a primitive equationnumericalocean
model.Herewe will performa systematic
modelstudy
to investigatewhetherthis type of internalvariability
can explainthe observedmodewater variability.
An eddy-resolving
isopycnicprimitiveequationocean
model with idealized geometry is used. The ocean
modelhassufficientlyhigh horizontalresolutionfor the
energetic mesoscaleeddies to be resolved. Becauseed-

dies are resolved,the explicit diffusionand viscosity
atmospheric
forcingalone[YasudaandHanawa,1997]. (whichparameterize
subgrid-scale
processes)
aresmall.
$uga and Hanawa[1995]foundonly a goodcorrelation In thiscase,alsointernallow-frequency
variabilitymay

betweenwintertime coolingand potential vorticity of
the modewater coreduringthe non-large-meander
period of the Kuroshio.This motivatesus to studyother
possiblemechanismsof variability of mode water for-

be generated. The domain is small, which makesthe
modelcomputationally
efficient. The regionalcharacter of the presentmodel enablesus to do long integrationsand performmany sensitivityexperiments.In
mation. We focus on mode water in the North Atlantic
general,this studyaimsat understanding
the processes
becauseits low-frequencyvariabilityis well documented and dynamics.The relativelysimpleconfiguration
of
by the Panulirustime series.However,the resultsmay the model allows us to focus on this.
be applicableto low-frequency
variabilityin any subThis paper is organizedas follows: in section2 the
tropical gyre.
numericalmodel,the forcingand the setupof the differBy definition, externally generatedoceanicvariabil- ent experiments are discussed;section 3 describesthe
ity is generatedindependentlyof oceanicprocesses,
for resultsof the controlrun and the differentsensitivity
instance, the passiveresponseof the ocean to variabil-

experiments. In the last part of section 3 the results

ity in the atmosphericforcing. As was stated above,
the observationsindicate that this cannot entirely explain the observedmode water variability. This has
beenconfirmedin modelstudies[MarshandNew, 1996;
Hazelegerand Drijfhout, 1998]. Anotherform of pas-

are discussedby studying resultsfrom idealizedconfigurations
of the modeland by analyzingthe thickness
budgetof the modewaterlayer. In section4 a summary

sive responseof the ocean to the atmosphereis integration of high-frequencyweather fluctuations to low-

2. Experimental

is given and conclusionsare drawn.

2.1.

Ocean

Setup

Model

frequencyvariabilityin the ocean[Hasselmann,
1976].
The high-frequencyforcingcan excite oscillationsthat

Observations show that diabatic effects in the inte-

are dampedotherwise[Griffiesand Tziperman,1995]. rior of the ocean due to small-scalemixing are very
Hazelegerand Drijfhout [1999]have shownthat such small[e.g., Ledwellet al., 1993]. The weakdiabatic
a mechanismcan drive variability in mode water for- effects imply that in the interior of the ocean water
mation. Especially,stochasticheat flux forcing was is transferredalmostadiabaticallyalongisopycnalsurfound to generate variability in mode water formation faces.This makesdensitya natural vertical coordinate
of the observedmagnitude, but no preferredtimescale for oceanmodels. Also the isopycniclayerscan be rewas found.
lated to water masses.Thereforeisopycnicmodelsare
In the presentstudy we will investigatewhether in- ideally suited for water mass studies. Here we use an
ternal variability, that is, complex interactions within isopycnic model that is based on the model of Bleck
the oceanitself, can explain the observedvariability in and Boudra[1986].Variousversionsof the modelhave
mode water formation.
A numerical model of an idebeenusedby Drijfhout [1994],Drijfhout and Walsteijn
alized subtropical gyre will be used for this purpose. [1998]andHazeleger
andDrijfhout[1998,1999,2000].
The advantageof usinga numericalmodel is that vari- We refer to these papers for details on the model. In
ations in the atmosphericforcing can be excluded. In the followingthe presentmodel configurationwill be
this way, all variability in the model must be internally described.
generated. Many model studieshave been performed
The modelhas sevenisopycniclayerswith a density
to study internal variability in the ocean associated difference
of0.8kgm-3 between
eachlayer(equivalent

with variability in the thermohalinecirculation[e.g., to a temperaturedifferenceof 4øCwhensalinityis kept
Weaverand $arachik,1991]. Lessattentionhas been constant).The deepestlayerhasa densityof 1026.6kg
paid to low-frequencyinternal variability of the sub- m-3 (i.e.,anaverage
temperature
of2øCat anaverage
tropical gyre systemassociatedwith instabilitiesof the salinityof 35 practicalsalinityunits (psu)),and a linmean flow. Internal variability in the subtropicalgyre ear equation of state is used. In the remainder we will
may arise by horizontal and vertical shear or by non- denotethe isopycniclayersby their equivalenttemperlinear dynamicsassociatedwith the westernboundary ature, which is the averagetemperaturea layer would
current,and midlatitudejets [e.g.,Jianget al., 1995]. haveif the averagesalinity were 35 psu.
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Figure 1. Zonallyaveragedforcingprofiles(solidline, winter;dottedline, summer).(a) Wind
stress,(b) apparenttemperature,and (c) evaporation
minusprecipitation.
The model has a horizontal
resolution of 37 kin.
2.2. Forcing
The ocean model was initialized
from oceanic fields
Subgrid-scaleprocesses
are representedby a biharmonic
friction and diffusion parameterization. The minimum obtained after an extensivespinupof a coarseresolution
value for the biharmonicdiffusionand viscosityparam- version(dx = 74 kin) of the modelthat had beenusedin

eter is l x10TMm4 s-1 and a smalldiapycnicdiffusion a previousstudy [Hazelegerand Drijfhout,1999]. The
is includedwith a diffusivityof lx10 -4 m2 s-1. Un- fieldswereinterpolatedto the fine resolutiongrid (dx =
der the presentforcing (see next section)a vigorous 37 kin) usedin this study. For the presentfine resolueddy field can be simulated with this resolution and

tion modelwe slightlychangedthe forcingprofilescomfriction/diffusionparameterization. With a grid size pared with those used in the coarseresolution model of
smallerthan 37 km the level of eddy kinetic energyand HazelegerandDrijfhout[1999].Thiswasdoneto reduce
potential energy increases,but no qualitative changes the overshoot of the Gulf Stream in the fine resolution
occurwith respectto the mesoscale
eddies[Driffhout, model. The presentforcingis shownin Figure 1. It consistsof a zonally averagedvaryingwind stressand fresh1994].
The domain of the model is closed and describes an
water flux. As the horizontal resolution,the forcing,
idealized North Atlantic midlatitude jet and the sub- and the subgrid-scaleparameterizationsdiffer from the
tropical gyre. On the westernsideof the basin stepwise previousmodel run with the coarseresolutionmodel,
continental shelfbreak with a width of 500 km is incoran additional spinup with the fine resolutionmodel was
necessary.In the first stage of the additional spinup,
porated[seeDrijfhout,1994].
As mixed layer processesare important in the for- the sea surfacetemperature(SST) was restoredto an
mation of mode water, the isopycnic ocean model is apparent temperature. The apparent temperature difcoupledto a bulk mixed layer model. The mixed layer fersfrom the atmospherictemperature in the boundary
model is a Kraus-Turner mixed layer model based on layer becauseit incorporatesall contributionsof the ra-

the algorithmpresentedby Blecket al. [1989]. This diationbudget[Haney,1971]. The restoringtimescale
model is suitable because the vertical homogeneous was 20 days for a mixed layer depth of 50 m, otherstructure of the isopycnallayersis retained in the mixed wise proportional to the mixed layer depth. The forclayer. Although more sophisticatedmixed layer param- ing varies sinusoidallybetween the extremes in the wineterizations are available, the bulk mixed layer model ter and summeras depictedin Figure 1. The negative
performswell consideringthe presentidealized context fleshwaterflux is high in the north. In the subtropical
(seeHazelegerand Drijfhout [1998]for a discussion).gyre the evaporation is lessthan that observed. This is
For morespecificdetailson the algorithmwe refer read- necessaryto ensurea vanishingbasin integrated fresh-

ersto Blecket al. [1989].

water

flux.
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Table 1. Experiments

Experiment

Friction/Diffusion

Control

Coupling

biharmonic

yes

no

a

biharmonic

no

no

b
c
d
e
f

biharmonic
Laplacian
Laplacian
biharmonic
biharmonic

yes
yes
yes
no buoyancy forcing
no buoyancy forcing

no; no r feedback
no
yes
yes; no •nean forcing
no

The secondcolumn states the type of friction and diffusion parameterization that is used. The third column states

whetherthe oceanmodel is coupledto the atmosphericanomalymodel (if not, Q• - 0). The fourth columnstates
whether stochasticforcing has been applied and gives additional information on the wind stressfeedback. See text for
further

details.

As the basin width

at the latitude

of the maximum

anticyclonic wind stress curl is about one third of the
width of the subtropical Atlantic, the amplitude of the
wind stresshas been enhancedby a factor of 3 in comparison with observations.In this way, the linear component of the western boundary current will have the
correct magnitude. The advective timescale of the subtropical gyre, however, becomesmuch too short after

of the total heat flux to the sensibleheat flux, is 4. In
principle, SST anomaliesare damped by the anomalous
heat flux. In addition, the atmosphericanomaly model
includesano•nalouswinds that are determined by applying the thermal wind equations to the air tempera-

ture anomalies[seeHazelegerandDrijfhout,(1999)]

The control run has been performed under control
forcing. With this forcing, a circulation and water mass
the wind enhancement(i.e., I to 2 years). To obtain a distribution is simulatedthat is typical for the subtroprealisticratio betweenadvectionand forcingtime scales, ical North Atlantic. The results of this control experiment will be described in the next section. A number
the seasonalcycle is shortenedby a factor of 3.
After 80 years a cyclo-stationary state was reached of sensitivityruns has been performedto clarify the
and the heat fluxes were diagnosedfrom the restoring physicsof the low-frequencyvariability in the model.
boundary condition for temperature. Then the model The different experiments are summarized in Table 1.
was forced by an interpolated climatologicalheat flux The experimentsare designedto study the effectof the

O plus an anomalousheat flux Q'H' The climatological couplingto the atmosphereand of the diffusionandfriction parameterization on the variability. In section3.2
the experimentsare describedand motivated in more

heat flux was calculated as an averageof the monthly
mean values of the last 20 years of the spinup. This
is the heat flux the model

sonable

SST.

Anomalous

"needs"

to maintain

heat fluxes arise from

a rea-

detail.

SST

anomalies and air temperature anomalies. Anomalous
3. Internal Variability
advective transports generate air temperature tendenIn the midlatitude jet region, high-frequencyvariabilcies. These modify the mean heat flux, which in turn
modifies SST and air temperature. Here the anoma- ity occurs,associatedwith mesoscaleeddies. The eddies
lous heat flux is determined
from a bulk formulation.
It
are generated by barotropic and baroclinic instability.
depends on the difference between the anomalous SST Such high-frequencyvariability has been successfully
sbnulated and studied in models with high resolution
(To'c)and anomalousair temperature(T•')'

and low friction/diffusion. Here we will focusnot on
where C• - 1.3x10 -3 is the bulk transfer coefficient
and To'c is the differencebetweenthe simulatedSST
and the SST diagnosedafter the spinup. ua is the wind
speed,p is the air density,and Cpis the specificheat
of air. The anomalousair temperatureT•' in the atmosphericboundary layer is determined with a prognostic
equation, which includes advection, diffusion, and forc-

ing (-Q•) of T•'. This atmospheric
anomalymodelhas
beenintroducedby Lukschand yonStorch[1992].The
heat flux consists of a sensible and latent heat flux. The

ratio between both heat fluxes is 3 for oceanographic

conditions[Stull,1988]. Thereforee, whichis the ratio

the high-frequencyvariability but on the larger-scale
low-frequencyvariability. It will be studied how this
type of internal variability is generatedand whether it
can play a role in the observedmode water variability.
We analyze the last 85 years of the model run described in the previous section. The 85 years are precededby the spinup of 80 years. First, the linear trend
of the last 85 years has been subtracted from the data.
Then monthly anomalieswere determined from the detrended data. A 1-year running mean has been performed to smooth the data and remove high-frequency
variability. These data will be used to study the lowfrequencyvariability. In addition, in the last 19 yearsof
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Figure 2. (a) Time-averaged
barotropic
streamfunction
in Sverdrups
(1 Sv = 106m3 s-•). (b)
Mean modewater thickness(in meters)in July. (c) Crosssectionshowingisopycnalsurfacesat
he western side of the basin in July.

the control run, the mixed layer and mode water fields model configurationand forcing,the Atlantic subtropiwere savedevery third day to assessmesoscalevariabil- cal circulation is well simulated. The variability in the
18øC layer is examined in this study.
ity.
The low-frequencyvariability displayedin the control
run
is substantial. Figure 3 showsa time-longitude di3.1. Control Experiment
agramof (low-pass-filtered)
thicknessanomaliesin the
In the control run the coupled model is used with mode water layer of the model (the 18øClayer). The
a biharmonicfriction parameterization(seeTable 1). latitude is chosen to correspond with the latitude of
Althoughthe modelhasbeenrun for only 85 yearsafter the maximum thickness anomalies. These maxima are
the spinupof 80 years,the run has not been continued found at the westward return flow of the subtropical
as the low-frequencyvariability was very clear. First, gyre, that is, at the southern edge of the mode water
we will show some basic characteristics of the simulated
layer. However, it will be shown that the meridional
mean circulation.
scaleof the anomaliesis large enoughto have a signaFigure 2a showsthe mean barotropicstream func- ture in a large part of the mode water layer. In Figure 3
tion. The large subtropicalgyre and the smallersub- we seelarge thicknessanomaliespropagatingwestward
polar gyre are consistentwith the geometryand the through the recirculation of the subtropical gyre. The
appliedforcing. A tight Gulf Streamrecirculationof 80 spatial scale of the propagating anomaliesshowsthat
Sv is present. As the objective is to study mode water these anomalies do not correspondto the mesoscaleedvariability, mode water must be well representedin the dies(whichwerefilteredout).
model. Figure 2b showsthe thicknessof the 18øClayer
In order to study spatial and temporal variability in
in the model. It coversthe entire subtropicalgyre and is the mode water layer in more detail, empirical orthonothe model equivalentof mode water. The crosssection gal function(EOF) analysisis performedon the mode
in Figure 2c showsclearly that the 18øC layer is the water thicknessanomalies. The first, second,third, and
thickest subsurfacelayer above the main thermocline. fourth EOFs of mode water thicknessaccountfor 16%,
Also the typical bowl shape of the thermoclinein the 14%, 7% and 8% of the variancerespectively.Almost
subtropicalgyre is evident. Consideringthe idealized all EOF patterns showwavelikefeatures. The first and

13,970
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imply dominantoscillatorybehaviorat thesefrequencies. The spectraof the first and secondEOF peak
around8 years. The third and the fourth EOF peak at
higherfrequencies
(around4 years;seeFigure4).
The peaks in the spectra and the anomaliesin the

time-longitudediagramindicatepropagationof thickness anomaliesin the mode water layer. The EOF
analysiscan resolveonly standing modesof variability. To quantify propagatingmodes,optimal autocor-

400
5

relationfunction(OAF) analysis
is moresuitable[see
Hazeleger
andDrijfhout,1999;Seltenet al., 1999].OAF
analysismaximizes the autocorrelation of a linear combinations of the time seriesof the EOFs. An oscillation

can be represented
if the eigenvalues
of a pair of OAFs
are in quadrature. The patternsof variability can be

300

found by the linear combinationof the associatedOAF

patterns(notethat unlikeEOFs,OAFsarenotorthogonalandthat they cannotbe orderedby explainedvariance).Two propagating
modesof variabilityarefound
by usingthe OAF analyseson the EOFs of modewater
thickness.The timescales
of the modescorrespond
to
the timescalesfound in the spectraof the EOF time se200

ries. The spatialpatternsof the two modesaredepicted
in Figure5. The modewith a periodof 8 yearsconsists
of largethickness
anomalies
that propagatewestward.
It appearsthat this OAF modecorresponds
to the first
and secondEOF. The scaleand the speedof the anomalies resemble those of the first baroclinic waves excited
by stochasticwind stressin the coarseresolutionversion

of the model[seeHazeleger
andDrijfhout,1999].The
amplitudeof the variabilityin modewater thickness,

loo

ß.:::.:::'::.

..

however,is muchhigherin the presentmodel. Here we

. '.

finda maximumstandarddeviationof 40 m, compared
with only5 m in the coarse
resolution
modelforcedby a
stochastic
windstress.The amplitudeof the variability
foundhereis of the orderof the observedamplitudeof

variability
[seeTalley,1996;Molinariet al., 1997].
o

80ø

57ø los

Figure 3. Time-longitudediagramat 25øN of low-

106

pass-filtered
thickness
anomalies
(in meters)in mode
water.

104

the second
EOF arein quadratureanddescribe
a propagatingfeature. Togetherthey explain30% of the vari-

102

ance.EOF 3 and4 alsodescribe
propagating
thickness
anomalies. The spatial patterns associatedwith the
variability will be shownlater in this section.

100

Spectraof the principalcomponents
of the first and
fourth EOF are shownin Figure 4. The confidence -2
lO
intervals are basedon 3000 spectra of first-order auO.001

toregressive
processes
(theidealized
rednoiseresponse)

0.010

frequency (cycles/month)

with a varianceand lag-onecorrelationof the unfiltered
Figure 4. Spectrumof the principalcomponents
of the
time seriesitself. The spectralpowerincreasesat lower
frequencies and fiattens off at the end. Above these

background
red noisespectrabroadpeaksarise,which

first(solidline)andfourth(dashed
line)EOF of mode
water thicknessin the controlexperiment.Dotted lines
are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure5. Anomalies
inmode
water
thickness
(inmeters)
derived
fromtheOAFanalysis.
(a,
b) Snapshots
ofthe8-year
mode
at 1/4period
apart.(c,d) Snapshots
ofthe4.5-year
mode
at
1/4 periodapart.

speedis identicalto the speedof
The secondmode with a shorter period also propa- As the propagation

gateswestward.Thismodecontains
the EOF 3 and the 8-yearmode,the modecannot be a higher-order
4 patterns.The spatialscaleis smallerthanthat of baroclinicmode. Apparently,this moderideson the
the 8-yearmode.The shortperiodis the resultof the larger-scalemode.
smallerspatialscale.The propagation
speedis equal The EOF analysisshowedthat 45%of the variancein
to that of the 8-yearmode. This can be observed
in the entiremodewater layer,on all resolvedtimescales
the time-longitude
diagramof the filteredmodewater longerthan 1 year, is explainedby the propagating
thicknessanomalies
themselves
(Figure3). At different features that are recoveredin the OAF analysis. Topeaksin the spectra,this
stages
(forexample,
around
the80thmonthandaround getherwith the significant
variabilityin modewathe350thmonth)thesmall-scale
andlarge-scale
anoma- impliesthat the low-frequency
lies can be observedto have equal propagationspeed. ter is dominatedby the westwardpropagatingthickness
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Experiments

To gain insight in the physicsof the variability displayed in the model, a suite of sensitivity experiments
has been performed. The experiments are designedto
assessthe role of atmosphere-oceancoupling and the
role of the strength of diffusionand friction. These sensitivity experimentscan confirmwhether the variability
is truly internally generated. Some of the experiments
are motivated by the resultspresentedby Hazeleger and

1o6

fO

MODE

Drijfhout[1999].Thereit wasshownthat low-frequency
,

,

,

,

,

,

baroclinic waves could be excited by a stochasticwind
stressin the coarseresolutionversion of the ocean-only
model. Here similar waves are excited in the coupled

, , i

O.00f

O.OfO

frequer•cy (eye res/month)

eddy-resolving
modelunder (nearly) constantforcing.
Figure 6. Spectra of principal componentsof the leadTable I summarizesthe sensitivity experiments. All
ing EOFs of mixed layer thickness.Spectraof first EOF sensitivityruns have been run for 85 years. The first 10
controlrun (solidline) and of first EOF in experiment years of each run are omitted in the analysesto allow
a, without thermal feedback(dashedline).
the upper layers of the ocean to adjust to the different
forcing.
3.2.1.
Sensitivity to coupling to the atmoanomalies. The maximum amplitude of the variability
is found at the thermocline where the vertical density sphere. In section3.1 the variability displayedin, for
gradientis large. The anomalieshave primarily a first example, Figure 3 is tentatively called internal variabilbaroclinic modal structure. The thickness anomalies in ity. However, the atmosphericforcing in the control
the modewater layer (just abovethe thermocline)are experiment is not constant. Variability induced by the
compensatedmainly in the layers beneath the thermo- couplingof the oceanto the atmosphereremainsa poscline (that is, the 6øC layer and the 2øC layer). Also sibility. Especially,the heat flux is allowed to vary in

the mixed layer thicknesscompensates
partly (about the coupledmodel(equation(1)). Alsothe wind stress
25%) for anomaliesin the modewater layer. Although can vary in responseto air temperature anomalies. In
the maximum variability occurs at the southern edge
of mode water, Figure 5 showsthat the variability is
found in a large part of the mode water layer.
The SST variability associatedwith the low-frequency
variability in the subtropical gyre is significant. The
maximum

standard

deviation

is 2øC. This

maximum

is found at the separation point of the Gulf Stream.
Here the warm subtropical and cold subpolar waters
meet. The varying latitude of separationof the jet due
to the internal variability leads to large SST variability here. Similar variability associatedwith variability in the separation point of the midlatitude jet has

this section we will study to what extent the observed
variability is a coupled phenomenonand to what extent
it is purely internal oceanicvariability.

In the first sensitivityexperiment(experimenta; see
Table 1) the thermal feedbackhas been turned off
(Q• - 0). So the buoyancyforcingof the modelconsists of heat and freshwater fluxes with a constant sea-

sonal cycle. This experiment is designedto assessto
what extent the oceanic variability is coupled to the
atmospherethrough SST-heat flux feedback.
As the atmosphericforcing has changednow, the
model drifts to a different state.

Water

in the 18øC

beenfoundby, e.g., Speichet al. [1995]and Jiang et layer was lost to the 14øC layer, which became the
al. [1995]in simplermodelsand by Brown and Evans thickest subsurfacelayer. Consequently,in experiment
[1987]and Hanson[1991]in observations.
In the sub- a the 14øC layer representsmode water. The oscillatropical gyre the standarddeviationis 0.4øC. Observed tory modes disappear in the 18øC layer but manifest
SST variability rangesfrom 5øC in the Gulf Stream re- themselvesstrongly in the 14øC layer now, consistent
gionto 3øCin the subtropical
gyre[Levituset al., 1994]. with the changedstratification. The subsurfacethickThis variability is generatedby atmosphericvariability ness anomalies are still generated and have a similar
(e.g., coolingby cold air outbreaks)and internal vari- structure as in the control run. So there are no qualivariability in the
ability (that is, variability independentof atmospheric tative differencesbetweensubsurface
forcing).In the presentmodel,hardly any atmospheric control run and in experimenta. The subsurfacesigvariabilityoccurs(seesection3.2), exceptfor the sea- nal of the variability is not determinedby this kind of
sonal cycle. These resultssuggestthat a large part of coupling. However,the variability in the mixed layer
the SST variability in the Gulf Stream region is associ- is different in comparisonwith the control run. In the
ated with internal variability. In the subtropical gyre, control run, the variability in mixed layer thicknessis
air-sea interaction is likely to play a more important highly correlated with variability in the thermocline.
role in generatingSST variability.
In experimenta the spectraof the EOFs of mixed layer
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Figure 7. Time-longitude
diagram
along25øNoflow-pass-filtered
mixedlayerthickness
anoma-

lies(inmeters).
(a) Control
experiment;
(b) heat-flux-driven
model(experiment
a).

thickness
do not showpeaks(for example,first EOF in The ocean,in turn, adjuststo thesewindsby a spinup
Figure6). The variabilityis smallandaperiodic.The of the subtropicalgyre. In the presentmodelthe SST
compensation
of changes
in modewaterthickness
(now anomalies feed back on the wind stress anomalies by
the 14øClayer) almostexclusivelytakesplacebelow the thermal wind relation. To test whether this feedback is important, the wind anomalieshavebeen set to
in the mixed layer occurs.Here the lack of compensa- zero in experimentb. The samemodesas thosefound
tion in the mixedlayer (seeFigure7) mustbe caused in the controlexperimentare foundagain(not shown).
bytheabsence
of anomalous
mixinginduced
by Q•. In This impliesthat a coupledinstability suchas that sugthe controlrun, the dampingof SST anomalies
by Q• gestedby Latif and Barnett[1996]is not actingin our
(or anyrestoring
heatflux parameterization)
modifies model. Togetherwith the lack of SST-heatflux feedthe heat fluxes and therefore the turbulence kinetic en- back this rules out that the presentmodesare coupled
ergy(TKE) budgetof the mixedlayer.The anomalousmodes. They shouldbe interpretedas internal oceanheat fluxesaffect entrainment/detrainment.This ex- only modes.
3.2.2. Sensitivity to friction and diffusion. In
plainswhythe modesshowup in the mixedlayerwhen
the model is coupledand disappearin the mixed layer the previoussectionwe have shownthat low-frequency
when the model is driven by fixed heat fluxes. This variabilityin the model'smodewater is not associated
experimentshowsthat thereis no activeSST-heatflux with the atmosphericforcing. This type of internal varifeedback.
ability is not generatedin coarseresolutionoceanmodIn somecoupledocean-atmosphere
models,coupled els that are usually used for climate studies. So there
instabilities have been found associated with an SST- must be processes
in the eddy-resolvingmodelthat are

the thermocline. In the control run also compensation

wind stressfeedback[e.g.,Latif and Barnett,1996]. absent in the coarse resolution model that are responIn Latif and Barnett's case,the SST variationsin the sible for the variability to be excited. The strengthof
North Pacificinducevariability in the atmosphericwinds. the friction and diffusion is the main candidate. Strong
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the stochastic

wind

stress can excite

the low-

frequency variability in the fine resolution model with

high friction and diffusion(experimentd).

106

The stochastic

wind stress has a decorrelation

timescale

of 7 days,a standarddeviationof 0.1N m-2, anda varying coherentspatialscale[seeHazelegerand Drijfhout,
1999],i.e.,

104
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\

_

•(x,y,t) - • • Zij(t)sin
• +•ij(t)

\• f\\ I

i--1 j--1

i0 ø

xsin-•y+cfiij(t)
;
I0

-2

(2)

here •% is the additional stochasticwind stressforcing,
O.OLO

0.001

L• isthe zonalextension
of the domain,Ly isthe merid-

frequency ('cycles/month)

Figure 8. Spectrum of the principal componentsof
the first EOF of mode water thicknessin experiment c

wherehigh Laplacianfrictionis used(solidline) and of
the first EOF of mode water thicknessin experiment d

wherea stochasticwind stressis added(dashedline).
diffusionand friction parameterizesmesoscaleeddiesin
coarseresolutionmodels. As eddiesare resolvedin highresolution models, the diffusion and friction can be reduced.

ional extensionof the domain, Z is a randomamplitude,
and •bis a randomphase. The stochasticforcingmimics
the propagatingsynopticdisturbances.On average,the
patterns are sinusoidal, which mimics the NAO and a
few higher harmonics.
Indeed, low-frequencyvariability is generated (see
Figure8). The peaksin the EOFs of modewater thicknessare very broad. The EOF patternsclearlyshowthe
wavelikefeatures,resemblingthosefound in the work of

HazelegerandDrijfhout[1999](notshown).The spatial
scaleof the thicknessanomaliesis rather large,suggesting that only the 8-year mode is excitedby the stochas-

To study the role of the strengthof friction and diffusion, a strong Laplacian friction and diffusionare used tic wind stress. The maximum standard deviation of
mode water thickness is only 6 m. Hazeleger and Driinstead of the weak biharmonic friction and diffusion in

the controlrun (experimentc). The harmonicfriction jfhout [1999]foundan amplitudeof 5 m. Note that this
parameteris 3000 me s-1, and the diffusivityparam- amplitude is much lower than that observed.
Apparently, the stochasticforcingcan sustainthe 8eter is 1500 m e s-1. These values are identical to the
valuesin the coarseresolutionversionof the model[see year mode in the model which would be damped otherHazelegerand Drijfhout, 1999]. At thesehigh values, wise by the strong diffusion. Thereforethis variability
no mesoscaleeddiesare generated. No low-frequency in the model's mode water seemsto consistof damped
variability arises as well, in contrast to the control ex- oscillatoryeigenmodesof the oceanitself (see section
periment where horizontal mixing is carried out by the 3.3 for a discussion).The 4.5-yearmodeis still damped;
eddiesgeneratedby baroclinicinstabilities(seeFigure it may get excited at a higher Reynoldsnumber, or it
8; owing to small drift, the spectrum does not fiatten may be forcedlessefficiently,as the large-scalestochastic wind stressprojectsbetter on the larger-scalemode.
yet).
Whether the low-frequencyvariability is excited appears to depend critically on the strength of the diffusion. A short (20-year) sensitivityexperimentwith
strong diffusion and weak viscosity showed that the
modeswere damped, while in an experiment with weak
diffusion and strong viscosity the modes were unaffected. The thickness diffusion acts to fiatten the slope
of isopycnals.Apparently, this processdampsthe anomalies. The instability characteristicsof the ocean circulation are determined by the slopesof the isopycnals.
Large viscosityhas no direct impact on the slopesof
the isopycnalsurfaces.
3.2.3.

Relation

between

internal

and

stochas-

3.3.

Free

and

Wind-Driven

Modes

of

Variability

We have shown that the variability in the model is
internally generated, but it is not yet clear by what
mechanismthis takes place. In experiment c it has been
shown that no mesoscaleeddies and no low-frequency
variationswere generatedwhen the diffusionwas strong.
It

remains

unclear

whether

the diffusion

itself

is re-

sponsiblefor damping the variability, either directly or
indirectly by affecting the slope of isopycnalsassociated with the midlatitude jet, or if the presenceof the
mesoscale eddies is essential.

The mesoscale eddies can

tically forced variability.
Although strongdiffusion feed energyinto the low-frequencyvariability, and they
preventsthe instabilitiesfrom growing,variability simi- can act as a source of stochastic noise that excites the
lar to that shownhere can be excited by stochasticwind variability. Therefore we will explorewhether the mean
stressin a coarseresolution model with strong diffu- flow (i.e., slopingisopycnals)is critical for generating
sion [Hazelegerand Drijfhout, 1999]. We have tested the low-frequencyvariability.
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Figure 9. EOF patternsof mode water thicknessin experimente. (a) First EOF (explained
variance,33%); (b) secondEOF (explainedvariance,22%).
itude the anomaliesin mode water are strongest.With
this experiment we intend to find the free modes of the
an instability of the mean flow (i.e., not related to the system associatedwith the basic stratification.
In Figures 9a and 9b we show the first and the secmesoscale
eddies).When the meanflowis weak,it probably consistsof two damped eigenmodesof the system ond EOF of the mode water layer in experiment e. The
which can be excited by noise. When the mean flow is EOFs are in quadrature and reflect the spatial structure
In the previous section we suggestedthat the lowfrequency internal variability in the present model is

of propagatinganomaliesin the mode water layer. The
responseconsistsof anomalies which eminate from the
easternboundary. Someanomaliespropagatewestward
acrossthe basin from the eastern boundary toward the
western boundary. These are baroclinic waves. The
usethe isopycnicoceanmodel(i.e., no mixedlayerand speedof the anomaliesis higher toward the south owno couplingto the atmosphere). Only the adiabatic ing to the changesin the Coriolis parameter. This relayer thicknessequation and the momentum equations sponse is consistent with the simple linear stochastic
are solved. This model is purely wind driven and has forcingmodelpresentedby Frankignoulet al. [1997].
along
the same basin geometry, topography,and parameter- Other, faster signalspropagate counterclockwise
ization of subgrid-scaleprocessesas in the control ex- the boundary. These anomalies can be identified as
Kelvin waves. The anomaliesbecomemore pronounced
periment.
In the first experiment(experimente) we forcethe at the continental shelf break at the westernboundary.
adiabatic model with a stochastic(zero mean) wind Upon arrival of the Kelvin wave signal at the eastern
stressonly, to determine the free modesof the system boundary, a new Rossbywave signal is initiated. This
associated with the basic stratification.
These will act
determines the timescale of 13 years which was found
as a referencefor the next experiment. In that experi- in the spectraand OAF analysis(not shown).The amment we force the adiabatic model with a constant wind
plitude is very small; the standard deviation of mode
stress(experimentf) and investigatewhetherthe vari- water thicknessin the southeasternpart of the basin is
ability resemblesthat found in the control experiment. about I m. The spatial scale and the amplitude of the
Furthermore, we study to what extent the variability low-frequencyvariability bears no resemblancewith the
is associatedwith the free modes, and to what extent modes found in the control experiment. Also the amthe instability of the mean flow determinesthe observed plitude is much smaller. Apparently, the variability in
the control experiment is not associatedwith these free
variability.
In experiment e the model is initialized with horizon- modes of the ocean basin.
In the secondexperiment we have forced the model
tally constant layer thicknesses. In this configuration
there can be no mean flow. The depth of the isopycnal with a constantmean (wintertime)wind stress(experinterfacescorrespondto the averagedepth of the isopy- iment f). As the thermodynamicsdampsthe flow, the
cnalsalong 27øN in the controlexperiment. At this lat- amplitude of the wind stress has been reduced by a
strong, it becomesunstable for these two modes. We
have performed two experiments to test this hypothesis. As the gyres are primarily wind driven we will
assumethat thermodynamicsdo not play a role in generating the variability. Therefore from now on we will
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Figure 10. (a) Tendencyof anomalousmodewater thicknessassociated
with the low-frequency
variability(Oh*lot). (b) Pattern of the left hand sidetermsin equation(4) that projectwell on
h)yr
]. Valuesare expressed
theevolution
ofthelow-frequency
variability,
i.e., -V ß[(Hh*)
yr+ (u*_
in meters per year.

factor of 2. With this forcing, the velocitiesin the surface layer are comparableto the velocitiesin the control
experiment. The model was initialized with the mean
wintertime

stratification

derived

from

the

control

ex-

periment. Now the stratification contains the slope of
the midlatitude jet.
In experimentf alsowestwardpropagatingmodesare
found. The low-frequencyvariability resemblesthe variability found in the control experiment. The amplitude,
spatial scale,and timescaleare similar. Although these
anomaliesmay have the same nature as the free modes
found in experiment e, they are strongly modified by
the mean flow and the stratification. In experiment f
also Kelvin waves are observedto propagate from the
east alongthe northern and westernboundary,but they
dissipatebefore reachingthe southernboundary. Spectra of EOFs in experiment f show only peaks around 4
and 8 years. This sensitivity experiment showsthat the
characteristics of the instabilities depend on details in

the stratification(slopingisopycnals).We suggestthat
both modescan be regardedas instabilitiesof the mean

posewe analyzethe thicknessbudgetof the mode water layer. To this end, an energybudgetanalysismight
have been more appropriate, but owing to the presence
of three or evenfour components
(if the two modesare
treatedseparately),this wouldbe extremelyelaborative
and beyondthe scopeof this paper.
The thicknessand velocity are decomposedin a climatologicalmean,a high-frequency
(that is, mesoscale

eddies)and a low-frequency(that is, the baroclinic
waves)component;i.e., for any variablex,
x - 7 + x' + x*.

(3)

Three timescalesare involvedin this decomposition:the

high-frequency
eddy timescale(of the orderof daysto
weeks);the climatologicalmeantimescale(of the order
decades;
notethat it resolvesa constantseasonal
cycle);
and the timescaleof the modes(of the order of order
monthsto years). Anomaliesare split into an eddy
component(x') and a modecomponent(x*). The latter
are obtainedfrom projectingthe modes(OAF) on the
anomalousfields. We analyzethe thicknessbudgeton
a ti•ne span of 1 year because this timescale resolves

flOW.

the slowerevolution (growth and decaycycle) of the
3.4.

Thickness Budget

low-frequencyvariability while it smoothesthe highfrequencynoise. Moreover, by choosingexactly 1 year,

In the previous section we have establishedthat the the tendencyof the meanflow (i.e., the seasonal
cycle)
characteristicsof the variability displayedin the control vanishes.The layer thicknessequation becomes
experiment depend on the mean flow. In this section
we explore whether the amplitude of the low-frequency
t
-V. (Hh + u•h• + u'h* + •h•+
mode water variability is determined by feedback bec9t
Ot
yr
tween the eddies and the low-frequency variability or
u•h + •h* + u*h + u*h• + Wh*)
whether it is determined by interaction between the
mean flow and low-frequencyvariability. For this pur+Xyr.
(4)
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Table 2. Valuesof the Basin-Integrated(Angle Brack- the present model. The small contribution of entrainets) Contribution of the Projection of the Terms in ment/detrainmentimpliesthat the interactionbetween
Equation (4) on the Tendencyof the Low-Frequency the mixed layer and the subsurfacelayers doesnot conVariability (h•, Figure 10a)
tribute to the propagating mode. This is consistent
Expression

Value
310
18
-2

(u' h') >
(Uh) >
(u'h) >
<
(Uh*) >
<
(u*h') >
<
(u'h*) >
<h•V (u'h) >
<

-34
133
71
-471
4
-16
72

_

<

h• S >

-36

with results of the sensitivity experiments.
These

results

show that

the

evolution

of the

low-

frequency variability is determined mainly by an interaction between

the modes and the mean flow.

Conver-

genceor divergencedue to massfluxes associatedwith
advection of the anomaliesby the mean flow primarily
sustainsthe modes. This reflectsthe instability of the
mean flow to these anomalies.

The contribution

to the

thicknessbudget of the interaction terms between lowfrequencyvariability and mean flow is shownin Figure
10b. As would be expected, these terms correlate well
with the evolution of the low-frequencyvariability itself

(Figure 10a). As the amplitudeis lower in Figure 10a
than in Figure 10b, the other terms (on the average)

The values are averagedover 1 year and divided by the act to damp the modes.
So the low-frequency variability in mode water is
number of grid points in the domain to get values expressed

in m2 yr-2•

not directly excited by the eddies. A short sensitivity experiment where the layer thicknessesin the coarse
resolution model were stochastically perturbed with a

Here u = (u, v), h is the layer thickness,and $ com- first baroclinic modal vertical structure and a horizontal
prisesthe diapycnalmassfluxes(entrainment/detrain- structureon the eddy scaleconfirmedthis. No (quasi)
ment) and layer thicknessdiffusion. Budget analy- periodic variability was found. This supports our hysis showed that diffusion does not play a role. The pothesis that the low-frequency variability consistsof
anomalousvelocity u* is obtained from the anomalous two eigenmodesof the system which are damped when
geostrophicflow:
high diffusion causesthe slopes of the isopycnic surfaces associatedwith the midlatitude jet to be subcritical. When the diffusion is reduced, both modes are no
longer damped, and they can evolve as the mean flow
This can be justified by the large spatial scale of the gets unstable and feedsenergy into these modes.

u*- •kxVh*.

(5)

anomalies((9 (1000km)) andthe smallvelocities((9 (5
x 10-2 m s-x)).

The horizontal distributions of the terms in equation

(4) are multi-signed.Also the contributionof the eddy

4. Summary and Conclusions
Observations

show interannual

to decadal

variabil-

thickness
tendency
(0•7yr/Or)
isstillsubstantial,
which ity in subtropicalmode water formation [Talley and
obscuresthe interpretation of the spatial patterns. To
examine

which

terms

contribute

to the evolution

of the

low-frequencyvariability, we analyzed the covariability

Raymet, 1982; Dickson et al., 1996; Molinari et al.,

1997; Suga and Hanawa, 1995]. This low-frequency
variability in subtropical mode water formation can-

of the termsin equation(4) with the propagatingmodes not be entirely generated by local atmospheric forcthemselves. This was done by projecting the terms in ing [Jenkins,1982; Talley and Raymet, 1982; Talley,
equation (4) on the thicknesstendencyof the modes 1996; Yasuda and Hanawa, 1997; Suga and Hanawa,
(0•7yr/Ot,seeFigure10a).Thatis,wecalculated
the 1995]. As the variability is not generatedby atmobasinintegralof eachterm in equation(4) multiplied spheric forcing alone, internally generated ocean vari-

byO•-ryr/Or.Theresults
areshown
inTable
2.
From Table 2 it is clear that the largest contributor
to the evolution of the low-frequency variability is the

differentialadvectionby the meanflow (V(•h*)).
contributions

of the terms that involve a correlation

The
be-

tweenthe eddiesand the mode,•7(u* h') and •7(u' h*),
are small.

Also the self-interaction

terms

are small.

ability may also play a role. This possibility has been
investigatedin this study. A numericaleddy-resolving
oceanmodel coupledto an atmosphericanomaly model
has been used for this purpose. In this model, strong
low-frequencyinternal variability arises. It is characterized by westwardpropagatinganomaliesthrough the
westwardreturn flow of the subtropicalgyre with am-

As the mode-modeinteraction(V(u*h*)) is small, we plitudes up to 50 m.

by entrainment/detrainment
and friction/diffusion.As

Two significantmodesof variability are found in the
model's equivalent of mode water: one with a 8-year
period and a large spatial scale (wavelengthof 2500

was stated before, the friction and diffusionare small in

km) and anotherwith a 4.5-yearperiod and a smaller

did not pursue an analysis of the interactions between
the 4.5- and the 8-year mode. $ comprisesmass fluxes

13,978
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scale(wavelengthof 1200 km). Thesetime scalesare ers. Also baroclinic waves on interannual to decadal
within the range of the observedtimescaleof variabil- timescales are found in the observations. The specity in mode water formation. The propagation speed trum of the sea level at Bermuda shows enhanced enof both modesis identical(m4.5cm s-1). The speed ergyaround3-4 yearsand 6-7 years[SturgesandHong,
is about equal to the phase speedof the first baroclinic 1995]. Thesevariationshavebeenexplainedin termsof
first baroclinicmode Rossbywavepropagation. Sturges
Rossbywave.
In the numerical model, the low-frequencyvariability et al. [1998]showthat the Rossbywave propagation
ariseseven when the ocean-onlymodel is forcedby fixed speedis 4 cm s-1 at 24øN. This is within the range
wind stressesalone. So the low-frequencyvariability of the propagationspeedfound in the model. Rossby
consistsof (internal) ocean-onlymodes.In the present wave propagationis also clear from altimetry [Polito
model, no unstablecoupledmode arises. The absenceof and Cornilion, 1997]. In the North Pacific,propagaa coupledocean-atmosphereinstability may be due to tion of subsurface thermal anomalies has been observed
the simplicity of the atmosphericanomaly model. The in the thermocline(e.g., Figure 14 of Zhangand Levimodel does include some essential feedback but lacks
tus [1997]). Tourreet al. [1999]noticethat westward
atmosphericdynamics. The low-frequencyvariability propagatingheat contentanomaliesin the North Pacific
has a maximum amplitude at the thermocline. Even followthe shearof the North Equatorial Current at 200without couplingto the atmospherethese modesarise. 400 m. This feature is also present in the mode water
However, in this casevariability in the mixed layer becomes aperiodic and does not correlate with variability in the thermocline. Apparently, coupling induces
a feedbackthat generatesan imprint of the subsurface
variability in the mixed layer due to anomalousentrain-

layer of the numerical model. Note that the internal
variability is strongestin the southwesternpart of the

basin.In this region,Yasudaand Hanawa[1997]found
a weak covariabilitybetweenvariability in atmospheric
forcing and mode water variability.
A large part of the observedmode water variabil-

ment/ detrainment.
The largestmode of low-frequencyvariability is also ity is probablyforcedby atmosphericvariability[Dickpresent in the coarse resolution version of the model
when it is forced with

a stochastic

wind

stress.

This

suggeststhat it is a preferredmode in the model that
is damped when diffusion causesthe isopycnal slopes
in the midlatitude jet to be subcritical. Excitation of
damped oscillatory modes by stochasticnoisehas been

clarifiedby Griffiesand Tziperman[1995]. When the

son et al., 1996; $uga and Hanawa, 1995; Hazeleger

and Driffhout, 1998]. However,there are inconsistenciesbetweenvariability in the atmosphericforcing and
variability in mode water. The characteristicsof internal variability in the model suggestthat this may
be explained by internal ocean variability. However,
the presentmodel is very idealized, and other processes

diffusion is small, the mode is no longer damped and

(e.g., nonlocalfeedback,coupledinstabilities)cannot

an interaction

yet be ruled.

between the mode and the mean flow de-

termines its evolution. This appears to be determined
mainly by differential advection of the low-frequency
thickness anomalies by the mean flow. The smallerscale mode was not excited by stochastic noise. It
can be associated with an instability that occurs at

a higher Reynoldsnumber. Also the stochasticwind
stressmay project better on the basin-scalemode than
on the smaller-scalemode. To clarify this more precisely, as well as the exact mechanism by which the
low-frequencyvariability is excited, a systematicbifurcation study should be performed in a comparable, but
simplified, model.
The variability in mode water in the model has similar characteristicsas the observedvariability. Molinari
et al. [1997]showexcursions
of the 18øCisothermof at
least 50 m on the decadaltimescale(seetheir Figures
7 and 8). Equivalentpotential vorticity changeshave
been shownby Talley and Raymet [1982]and Talley
[1996].Thicknessvariationsin the modewater layer of
the modelhavea similaramplitude(Figure3). The observedanomaliesare smaller in the surfacelayers than
at the thermocline.

This is consistent with results found

in the model where thickness

anomalies

in mode water

are mainly compensatedby thicknessanomaliesbelow
the thermocline and less by those in the surface lay-
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